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1. Introduction and Results
In Auer and Hornik [1] we investigated the maximal and minimal
number of points of a Poisson process in single sets from certain families.
In this paper we obtain some surprising results containing the number of
points in unions of sets from such families. Furthermore, we investigate the
number of points of an empirical process in such unions of sets.
Let %n be the empirical process on [0, 1]d generated by n points from the
uniform distribution on [0, 1]d, let ' be a homogeneous Poisson process
on Rd with parameter *, and let E be some fixed family of Borel
measurable subsets of [0, 1]d. We are, for positive integer L, interested in
the quantities
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2+n (a, L)=max[%n(E1 _ } } } _ EL): Ei # E, vol(Ei)=a, Ei disjoint],
2&n (a, L)=min[%n(E1 _ } } } _ EL): Ei # E, vol(Ei)=a, Ei disjoint],
2+T (V, L)=max['(TE1 _ } } } _ TEL): Ei # E, vol(TEi)=V, Ei disjoint],
2&T (V, L)=min['(TE1 _ } } } _ TEL): Ei # E, vol(TEi)=V, Ei disjoint],
which denote the maximal and minimal number of points of % (resp. ') in
subsets of [0, 1]d (resp. [0, T]d) given by unions of L disjoint sets Ei from
E (resp. scaled by T), such that all sets Ei have volume a (resp. TEi has
volume V). (For t # R, E/Rd, we define tE=[tx: x # E].)
To obtain our results we introduce ``covering numbers'' which measure
how rich the classes E(a)=[E # E: vol(E)=a] are. Following Deheuvels,
Einmahl, Mason, and Ruymgaart [2] and Auer and Hornik [1], we set
for 0a1:
KE(a)=max {m1: \there are sets E1 , ..., Em # E(a) such thatvol(Ei & Ej)=0 for 1i{ jm += ,
there exist Borel sets B1 , ..., Bm such that for
ME(a, &)=min {m1: \ any E # E(a): E/Bi and vol(Bi"E)&a for += ,some 1im
there exist Borel sets B1 , ..., Bm such that for
NE(a, &)=min {m1: \ any E # E(a): Bi/E and vol(E"Bi)&a for+=some 1im
(we adopt the usual conventions min <= and max <=0) and define
KE :=lim inf
a  0+
log KE(a)
log(1a)
ME :=lim inf
&  0+
lim sup
a  0+
log ME(a, &)
log(1a)
NE :=lim inf
&  0+
lim sup
a  0+
log NE(a, &)
log(1a)
.
If E is the class of all spheres in the unit cube or of all cubes with sides
parallel to the coordinate axes (these two choices are clearly the most
``natural'' generalizations of intervals to d dimensions), Deheuvels,
Einmahl, Mason, and Ruymgaart [2, (A.3) and (A.4), p. 175] have shown
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that for suitable finite and positive constants CK and CU which only
depend on d,
KE(a)CKa&1, ME(a, &), NE(a, &)CUa&1&&d
for all sufficiently small a and &. Hence, in this case, KE=ME=NE=1.
More general examples for E and the covering numbers associated with
it can be found in [1]. In particular, it was shown for the class of
rectangles in general position that
KE=1, dME , NE1+d(d&1)2.
In the following the function h(u)=u log u&u+1, u0, will appear fre-
quently. The function h is decreasing from 1 to 0 on [0, 1] and increasing
from 0 to  on [1, ). Hence, for all ,0, the equation h(u)=, has a
unique solution on [1, ) which we denote by u+(,). Similarly, for all
0,1, the equation h(u)=, has a unique solution on [0, 1] which we
denote by u&(,); for ,>1, define u&(,) :=0 such that for all ,0,
h(u&(,)),. Let wxx and WxX denote the largest integer x respectively
the smallest integer x.
Notice that 2+n (a, L), 2
&
n (a, L), 2
+
T (V, L), 2
&
T (V, L) are not necessarily
measurable as functions from the underlying probability space 0 to R.
Following [2], we circumvent this problem by using outer probability,
denoted as P*, for inequalities with these quantities. In particular, if AT is
a sequence of (not necessarily measurable) subsets of 0, we write
limT   P*(AT)=1 iff limT   P*(0"AT)=0.
In this paper we only give weak, i.e., ``in probability'' limit theorems.
Strong, i.e., ``with probability one'' results can be obtained from our
approach analogously to [1, 2] under suitable regularity conditions. The
weak results already clearly demonstrate the rather surprising fact that
there are many sets containing about the maximal and minimal numbers of
points, respectively.
We start with the theorems for the empirical process.
Theorem 1. Assume that
lim
n  
KE(an)
Ln
=.
Then for all _<1<{ and &>0,
lim
n  
P* {Ln \_nan u+ \ 1nan log
KE(an)
Ln +
2+n (an , Ln)
<(1+&) {Lnnan u+ \ 1nan log
ME(an , &)
Ln +==1.
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Discussion. Of course, the question of basic interest is under which
additional assumptions lower and upper bound in the above result are of
the same order andor asymptotically equivalent. Let
}M (&)=lim sup
a  0+
log ME(a, &)
log KE(a)
,
}M=lim inf
&  0+
}M (&)
ME
KE
,
\=lim sup
n  
log Ln
log KE(an)

1
KE
lim sup
T  
log Ln
log a&1n
.
Since limn   KE(an)Ln= implies limn   an=0, we have
lim sup
n  
log(ME(an , &)Ln))
log(KE(an)Ln)
=lim sup
T   \1+
log(ME(an , &))log(KE(an))&1
1&log(Ln)log(KE(an)) +
1+
}M (&)&1
1&\
.
Hence, as Lemma 3 of [1] implies that for t1 and ,0, u+(t,)
tu+(,), we conclude that if 0<KEME< and \<1 (and neglecting the
effect of taking w } x), the ratio between the upper and lower bound is less than
(1+&) {
_ \1+
}M (&)&1
1&\ + ,
for all _<1<{ and 0<&<1. The condition 0<KEME< is satisfied,
for example, for the classes of spheres, cubes, and rectangles, mentioned
above. The condition \<1 is satisfied if only unions of not too many sets
are considered. For example, Lna&#n implies \#KE .
If }M>1, the bounds can only coincide provided that log ME(an , &)=
o(nan) as n  , in which case
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Ln nan
=1 in probability.
This is satisfied at least provided that ME< and an is strictly above the
classical Erdo sRe nyi range, i.e., log(n)n=o(an) as n  .
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If }M=1 and \<1, the bounds are asymptotically equivalent, and we
have a limit theorem of the form
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Lnnanu+((nan)&1 log(KE(an)Ln))
=1 in probability,
provided of course that the denominator tends to .
If, in addition, \=0, log(KE(an)Ln)=(1+o(1)) log(KE(an)) as n  ,
and we obtain that, in this case,
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Ln2+n (an , 1)
=1 in probability.
The following corollaries follow straightforwardly from Theorem 1 in
combination with the above remarks.
Corollary 1. If ME<, limn   nanlog n= and limn   KE(an)Ln
=, then
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Ln nan
=1 in probability.
Corollary 2. If 0<KE=ME1, lim infn nan>0, and lim supn(log Ln)
(log a&1n )<KE , then
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Lnnanu+((nan)&1 log(KE(an)Ln))
=1 in probability.
Corollary 3. If 0<KE=ME1, lim infn nan>0, and lim supn
(log Ln)(log a&1n )=0, then
lim
n  
2+n (an , Ln)
Ln2+n (an , 1)
=1 in probability.
This last result is quite surprising since it means that there are many sets
containing about the maximal possible number of points. Using the results
for minimal spacings in [2, Theorem 2] we obtain as a special case of
Corollary 3 that with probability tending to 1 (as n  ) there are log n
axis-parallel cubes of volume 1n such that each of them contains about
log nlog log n points, whereas a cube of volume (log n)n contains at most
O(log n) points.
Theorem 2. A. Assume that
lim
n  
KE(an)
Ln
=.
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Then for all _<1<{ and s, &>0,
lim
n  
P* {(1&&) _Lnnan \u& \ 1nan log
NE(an , &)
Ln +&s+
<2&n (an , Ln)
Ln {nan \u& \ 1nan log
KE(an)
Ln ++s+|==1.
B. Assume that lim supn(nan+log Ln)(log n)<KE . Then
lim
n  
P*[2&n (an , Ln)=0]=1. (1)
Discussion. For volumes above the Erdo sRe nyi range, i.e., (log n)n=
o(an) as n  , and NE< we have (nan)&1 log(NE(an , &)Ln)  0 and
thus in this case
lim
n  
2&n (an , Ln)
Ln nan
=1 in probability. (2)
If the volumes an are in the Erdo sRe nyi range, i.e., if
0<:lim inf
n  
, lim sup
n  
nan(log n);<,
and if limn(log Ln)(log n)=# # [0, KE], then lim supn(nan)&1
log(NE(an , &)Ln)=(NE&#): and lim infn(nan)&1 log(KE(an)Ln)=
(KE&#);. Hence, in this case
u&((NE&#):)lim inf
n  
, lim sup
n  
2&n (an , Ln)
Lnnan
u&((KE&#);) (3)
in probability. Observe that as soon as ;<KE&#, the right-hand side
equals 0.
As in Corollary 3 we get that 2&n (an , Ln) is close to Ln2
&
n (an , 1) if
KE=NE and Ln is not too large.
Corollary 4. Suppose that 0<KE=NE1, that KE<lim infn ,
lim supn nan(log n)<, and that limn(log Ln)(log n)=0. Then
lim
n  
2&n (an , Ln)
Ln2&n (an , 1)
=1 in probability.
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Finally, observe that Theorem 2.B implies that there are n13 empty cubes
of volume (log n)(3n), whereas by [2, Theorem 1] there is no empty cube
of volume 4(log n)(3n).
To investigate how many sets contain a certain number of points, let us
introduce the notations
*+n (a, D)=max[k: _E1 , ..., Ek # E, vol(Ei)=a, %n(Ei)D, Ei disjoint],
*&n (a, D)=max[k: _E1 , ..., Ek # E, vol(Ei)=a, %n(Ei)D, Ei disjoint].
Since Corollary 1 and Eq. (2) imply (set Ln=1) that for an above the
Erdo sRe nyi range the number of points in all sets of volume an is about
nan we find that in this case *+n and *
&
n equal the number of disjoint sets
KE(an).
Corollary 5. If 0<KE , ME , NE< and limn   nan log n= then
for all =>0
lim
n  
P*[*+n (an , (1&=) nan)=*
&
n (an , (1+=) nan)=KE(an)]=1.
For volumes in and below the Erdo sRe nyi range the situation is more
complicated. Proofs of the following Corollaries 6 and 7 are given in the
next section.
Corollary 6. Let 0<KE=ME=NE1 and limn   nanlog n=
:>0. For 0<!<1, =>0, and
L+n =n
KE&:h((2!&!2) u+(KE:))&=,
L&n =n
KE&:h((1!&1) u&(KE:))&=,
we have
lim
n  
P*[*+n (an , (1&=) !2+n (an , 1))!L+n ]=1,
lim
n  
P*[*&n (an , (1+=) 2
&
n (an , 1)!)!L
&
n ]=1.
Corollary 7. Let 0<KE=ME=NE1, limn   nanlog n=0, and
lim infn nan>0. For 0<!<1, =>0, and
L+n =n
KE(1&!)2,
we have
lim
n  
P*[*+n (an , (1&=) !2+n (an , 1))!L+n ]=1.
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We now present our results for the Poisson process.
Theorem 3. Assume that
lim
T  
KE(VTT d)
LT
=.
Then for all _<1<{ and &>0,
lim
T  
P* {LT \_VT*u+ \ 1VT* log
KE(VTT d)
LT +
2+T (VT , LT)
<(1+&) {LTVT*u+ \ 1VT* log
ME(VTT d, &)
LT +==1.
Theorem 4. A. Assume that
lim
T  
KE(VTT d)
LT
=.
Then for all _<1<{ and s, &>0,
lim
T  
P* {(1&&) _LTVT* \u& \ 1VT* log
NE(VTT d, &)
LT +&s+
<2&T (VT , LT)
LT {VT* \u& \ 1VT* log
KE(VT T d)
LT ++s+|==1.
B. Assume that lim supT (VT+log LT)(log T d)<KE . Then
lim
T  
P*[2&T (VT , LT)=0]=1. (4)
Discussion. By similar arguments as in the discussions after Theorems
1 and 2 we get the following corollaries.
Corollary 8. If ME , NE<, limT   VTlog T=, and
limT   KE(VTT d)LT=,
lim
T  
2+T (VT , LT)
LTVT *
= lim
T  
2&T (VT , LT)
LTVT*
=1 in probability.
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In fact, the assertion of the above corollary remains valid even if one
replaces the condition limT KE(VTT d)LT= by the substantially weaker
conditions VT=o(T d) and KE(VTT d)LT , cf. [1, Corollary 6]. Note,
however, that the obviously necessary second condition was erroneously
omitted there.
Corollary 9. If 0<KE=ME1, lim infT VT>0 and lim supT
(log LT)(log(T dVT))<KE , then
lim
T  
2+T (VT , LT)
LTVT*u+((VT*)&1 log(KE(VT T d)LT))
=1 in probability.
Corollary 10. Suppose that 0<:lim infT , lim supT VT(log T d)
;< and that limT (log LT)(log T d)=# # [0, KE]. Then
u&((NE&#):)lim inf
T  
, lim sup
T  
2&T (VT , LT)
LTVT
u&((KE&#);) in probability.
Corollary 11. Suppose that 0<KE=ME1, that lim infT VT>0 and
that lim supT (log LT)(log(T dVT))=0. Then
lim
T  
2+T (VT , LT)
LT2+T (VT , 1)
=1 in probability.
Corollary 12. Suppose that 0<KE=NE1, that KE<lim infT ,
lim supT VT(log T d)< and that limT (log LT)(log T)=0. Then
lim
T  
2&T (VT , LT)
LT2&T (VT , 1)
=1 in probability.
2. Proofs
We start with the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 from which Theorems 1
and 2 will be derived. In the following we shall find it convenient to write
aT (V)=VT d and aT=VTT d. We denote by 6(+) a Poisson distributed
random variable with parameter + and by 9(n, p) a binomial distributed
random variable with parameters n and p.
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Lemma 1. Let 0<LVT d with LKE(aT(V)), and x # R. Then
P*[2+T (V, L)<Lx]
P[9(KE(aT (V)), P[6(V*)x])<L], (5)
P*[2&T (V, L)>Lx]
P[9(KE(aT (V)), P[6(V*)x])<L]. (6)
For all &>0,
P*[2+T (V, L)x]\ME(aT (V), &)L + P[6((1+&) LV*)x] (7)
P*[2&T (V) Lx]\NE(aT (V), &)L + P[6((1&&) LV*)x]. (8)
Proof. Let E1 , ..., EK be as in the definition of K=KE(aT (V)), and let
/+(x) be the number of i # [1, ..., K] for which '(TEi)x. Then /+(x) is
binomial with parameters K and p=P[6(V*)x], and clearly
P*[2+T (V, L)<Lx]P[/
+(x)<L].
The second assertion is established similarly. Now let B1 , ..., BM be as in
the definition of M=ME(aT (V), &). Then clearly,
P*[2+T (V, L)x]
P*['(TBi1)+ } } } +'(TBiL)x for some 1i1< } } } <iLM]
\ML + P[6((1+&) LV*)x].
The remaining assertion is established similarly. Let B1 , ..., BN be as in the
definition of N=NE(aT (V), &); then
P*[2&T (V, L)x]
P['(TBi1)+ } } } +'(TBiL)x for some 1i1< } } } <iLN
with vol(Bik & Bil)=0, 1k{lL]
\NL+ P[6((1&&) LV*)x].
Proof of Theorem 3. We start with the upper bound. Let L<M. As
clearly
\ MM&L+
M&L
=\1+ LM&L+
M&L
eL,
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we may use Stirling's formula to obtain that
\ML +(2?)12 (1&LM)&12 (MeL)L.
Using Lemma 4 and 1 of [1], we find that if ,0, then
P[6((1+&) LV*)(1+&) LV*{u+(,)]e&(1+&) {LV*,.
Using this inequality with ,=(V*)&1 log(ML), where for notational
convenience we write ME(aT (V), &)=M, in combination with (7), we thus
obtain that
P*[2+T (V, L)(1+&) {LV*u
+((V*)&1 log(ML))]
(2?)12 (1&LM)&12 (MeL)L (LM)(1+&) {L
(2?)12 (1&LM)&12 (e(LM){&)L,
from which the upper bound immediately follows.
To establish the lower bound, use the proof of (19) in [1, Lemma 4] to
conclude that there exist positive constants l and C_ such that for
,=(V*)&1 log(KE(aT (V))L),
P[6(V*)w_V*u+(,)x]
min(l, C_(V*,)&12 e&_V*,)
=min(l, C_(log(KE(aT (V))L))&12 (LKE(aT (V)))_).
By a well-known result for the binomial distribution (cf., e.g., [2, Fact 1],
or use Chernoff 's inequality directly)
P[9(K, p)<L]e&Kph(LKp),
provided that LKp. Hence, as limx   xh(1x)= and LT1, the
lower bound follows from Lemma 1 if we can show that
lim
T  
KE(aT)
LT
min \l, C_ \log KE(aT)LT +
&12
\ LTKE(aT)+
_
+=,
which is trivially implied by the assumption limT   KE(aT)LT=.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3. We
start with the lower bound. By [1, Lemma 4], we have for all ,0,
P[6((1&&) LV*)(1&&) _LV*(u&(,)&s)]e&(1&&) LV*,h(_s)h(s).
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Using this inequality with ,=(V*)&1 log(NL), where again for notational
convenience, N=NE(aT (V), &), in combination with (8), and using the same
upper bound for the binomial coefficient as in the proof of Theorem 3,
P*[2&T (V, L)(1&&) _LV*u
&((V*)&1 log(NL))&s)]
(2?)12 (1&LN)&12 (NeL)L (LN)(1&&) Lh(_s)h(s)
=(2?)12 (1&LN)&12 (e(LN)(1&&) h(_s)h(s)&1)L,
which immediately yields the lower bound.
Proceeding as in the proof of (23) in [1, Lemma 4], we obtain that for
,=(V*)&1 log(KE(aT (V))LT),
P[6(V*)W{V*(u&(,)+s)X]
min(l, C{(V*,)&12 e&V*,h({s)h(s))
=min(l, C{(log(KE(aT (V))LT))&12 (LKE(aT (V)))h({s)h(s)).
The upper bound for the minimum now follows in entirely the same
manner as the lower bound for the maximum.
Lemma 2. Let ' be the Poisson process on Rd with parameter *=1. Then
for all n1, 0a1, L1, x0, T>0,
P[2+n (a, L)x]P[2
+
T (aT
d, L)x]+P[6(T d)>n],
P[2+n (a, L)x]P[2
+
T (aT
d, L)x]+P[6(T d)<n],
P[2&n (a, L)x]P[2
&
T (aT
d, L)x]+P[6(T d)>n],
P[2&n (a, L)x]P[2
&
T (aT
d, L)x]+P[6(T d)<n].
Proof. Let V=aT d. Since P[2+k (a, L)x]P[2
+
n (a, L)x] for
kn, we get
P[2+T (V, L)x]
= :
k0
P[2+T (V, L)x | '([0, T]
d)=k] P['([0, T]d)=k]
= :
k0
P[2+k (a, L)x] P[6(T
d)=k]
 :
n
k=0
P[2+n (a, L)x] P[6(T
d)=k]
+ :
k>n
(P[2+n (a, L)x]&1) P[6(T
d)=k]
=P[2+n (a, L)x]&P[6(T
d)>n]
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and the first statement of the lemma. (The second equality follows from the
well-known fact that given '([0, T]d)=k, the points of the Poisson process
in [0, T]d have the same distribution as a sample of size k from the
uniform distribution on [0, T]d; cf., e.g., [3, Theorem].) The other
statements follow similarly.
Lemma 3.
lim
t  1
sup
x0 }
u+(tx)
u+(x)
&1 }=0,
lim
t  1
sup
x0
|u&(tx)&u&(x)|=0.
Proof. By [1, Lemma 3], x [ u+(x)x is decreasing on (0, ). Thus,
for t1, u+(x)u+(tx)tu+(x), and, for t1, tu+(x)u+(tx)u+(x),
from which the first assertion follows.
Since u&(x) is continuous on [0, 1],
\=>0 _$(=)>0 \x, y # [0, 1]: |x&y|$(=) O |u&(x)&u&( y)|=.
As u&(x)=0 for x1 this implies |u&(tx)&u&(x)|= if |t&1|$(=), for
all x0.
Lemma 4.
lim
+  
P[+&+23<6(+)<+++23]=1.
Proof. By normal approximation.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Tn=(n&n23)1d, Vn=anT dn , LTn=Ln , and
*=1. Then by Theorem 3
lim
n  
P* {Ln \_Vnu+ \ 1Vn log
KE(an)
Ln +>2+Tn(Vn , Ln)==0.
Since limn Vn(nan)=1 we get by Lemmas 3, 2, 4 that
lim
n  
P* {Ln \_(1&=) nan u+ \ 1nan log
KE(an)
Ln +>2+n (an , Ln)==0
for any =>0, which implies the lower bound on 2+n (an , Ln). The upper
bound is established similarily, setting Tn=(n+n23)1d.
Proof of Theorem 2.A. Let again Tn=(n+n23)1d, Vn=anT dn ,
LTn=Ln , and *=1. Then by Theorem 4.A
lim
n  
P* {2&Tn(Vn , Ln)>Ln {Vn \u& \ 1Vn log
KE(an)
Ln ++s+|==0.
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By Lemmas 3, 2, 4 we obtain
lim
n  
P* {2&n (an , Ln)
>Ln {(1+=) nan \u& \ 1nan log
KE(an)
Ln ++s+=+|==0
for any =>0, which gives the upper bound on 2&n (an , Ln). The lower
bound is established in a similar manner, setting Tn=(n&n23)1d.
Proof of Theorem 2.B. Let Tn=(n+n23)1d, Vn=anT dn , LTn=Ln , and
*=1. Then by Theorem 4.B
lim
n  
P*[2&Tn(Vn , Ln)>0]=0
since lim supn(Vn+log Ln)(log T d)<KE . Now Theorem 2.B follows by
Lemmas 2 and 4.
Proof of Corollary 6. The first statement of the corollary is trivial if
L+n 1. Thus we assume limn L
+
n =. Applying Corollary 2 for Ln=1
and Ln=wL+n x, we find that with probability tending to 1 as n  
2+n (an , wL
+
n x)(1&=1) L
+
n 2
+
n (an , 1)
u+(h((2!&!2) u+(KE:))+=:)
u+(KE:)
(1&=1) L+n 2
+
n (an , 1)(2!&!
2)
for all =1>0. Now *+n (an , (1&=) !2
+
n (an , 1))<!L
+
n yields the contra-
diction
2+n (an , wL
+
n x)<!L
+
n 2
+
n (an , 1)+(1&!) L
+
n (1&=) !2
+
n (an , 1)
(1&=1) L+n 2
+
n (an , 1)(2!&!
2),
for =1==(1&!)(2&!).
Applying Eq. (3) with :=; we find that
2&n (an , wL&n x)(1+=) L&n 2&n (an , 1)
u&(h((1!&1) u&(KE:))+=:)
u&(KE :)
(1+=) L&n 2
&
n (an , 1)(1!&1).
Now *&n (an , (1+=) 2
&
n (an , 1)!)<!L
&
n yields the contradiction
2&n (an , wL
&
n x)>(1&!) L
&
n (1+=) 2
&
n (an , 1)!
(1+=) L&n 2
&
n (an , 1)(1!&1).
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Proof of Corollary 7. Applying Corollary 2 for Ln=1 and Ln=wL+n x,
we find that with probability tending to 1 as n  
2+n (an , wL
+
n x)(1&=2) L
+
n 2
+
n (an , 1)
u+((2!&!2) KE log(n)nan)
u+(KE log(n)nan)
(1&=) L+n 2
+
n (an , 1)(2!&!
2),
which as in the proof of Corollary 6 gives *+n (an , (1&=) !2
+
n (an , 1))!L
+
n .
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